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Abstract
This paper formalises an analysis of finite domain programs and the resultant program
transformation. The analysis adds low valency (domain) constraints to clauses in order to
reduce search. The technique is outlined with a worked example and then formalised using
abstract interpretation. Correctness of the analysis and of the transformation is proved.
1 Introduction
Abstraction interpretation centres on tracing properties of programs using descrip-
tions. In the context of constraint programming, descriptions often capture numeric
properties of the store. For example, LSign is useful for checking the satisfiabil-
ity of linear constraints [11,13]; intervals have been proposed for refining domain
constraints of finite domain programs [1]; polyhedra have been applied to optimise
CLP(R) programs [10]. To obtain finiteness, analyses usually trace information
in an approximation of the concrete domain. This paper, however, uses a slightly
different tactic. Finite domain constraint programs are reinterpreted as constraint
programs over linear equations, and polyhedral abstraction is then applied to prop-
agate information in this domain. This enables information to be inferred which
cannot be deduced with an approximation of the concrete domain.
Howe and King argue in [6] that constraint propagation performed at compile-time
by an analysis should complement the run-time propagation of the solver. Specif-
ically, they demonstrate that a significant speedup (sometimes of several orders of
magnitude) can be obtained by using polyhedra to infer deep inter-variable relation-
ships in finite domain programs which cannot be traced by run-time (interval based)
bound propagation. The crucial tactic is to combine the constraints deduced by the
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analysis with a program specialisation based on projection. To be precise, finite do-
main constraints are interpreted as relations over sets of points. These constraints
are over-approximated and represented as a polyhedron. The intersection of poly-
hedra corresponds to composing constraints. Projection onto an integer grid gives
(low valency) domain constraints that can be added to the program without com-
promising efficiency. The speedup follows from reducing the search. Interestingly,
the analysis can be interpreted as a compile-time solution to combining constraint
solvers [12].
This paper formalises the analysis of [6] in terms of abstract interpretation. Cor-
rectness of the analysis and of the associated program transformation is established.
The analysis is constructed in terms of operations on polyhedra, for example, calcu-
lating the closure of the convex hulls of polyhedra, and also uses fixed-point accel-
eration techniques, such as widening, to obtain convergence. Correctness is proved
with respect to a ground fixpoint semantics for (definite) constraint logic programs
[7]. The analysis does not preserve the set of computed answer constraints (but
increases it).
Work that is particularly closely related to this paper is an analysis of deductive
database queries [9] that uses polyhedral abstractions to propagate constraints. The
current paper applies similar abstraction techniques, though the analysis and the
transformation differ significantly in detail. One crucial difference in the work pre-
sented here is the way that projection is used to constrain individual program vari-
ables of finite domain programs with domain constraints. Without this step, the
analysis would have little effect.
The structure of the paper is as follows: section 2 works through an example pro-
gram to illustrate how the analysis works; section 3 gives details of the abstract
interpretation; section 4 proves the correctness of the analysis; section 5 describes
the program transformation and establishes its correctness; and finally, section 6
concludes.
2 Calculating Factorials
This section works through an example to illustrate the polyhedral analysis. The
analysis requires machinery which includes: the closure of convex hulls, projec-
tion, and widening. The example program calculates factorials. The objective is to
infer bounds on the variables. Usually this reduces searching, but in this case it









The clause fac(0,1). is the first considered. The arguments are described by the
polyhedron P
1
= f(x; y)jx = 0; y = 1g. Next, the second clause is considered. The
problem here is to compute a two dimensional polyhedron that describes the coor-
dinate space (N, NewF). First observe that fac(M, F) can be described by the
polyhedron f(N;NewF;M;F)jM = 0;F = 1g. Note too, that the constraint M #= N
- 1 is represented by the polyhedron f(N;NewF;M;F)jM = N  1g. The intersec-
tion of these two polyhedra, f(N;NewF;M;F)jM = 0;F = 1;M = N 1g, represents
the conjunction of the two constraints. The non-linear constraint NewF#=N*F can-
not, by itself, be accurately represented by a polyhedron. Note, however, that the
polyhedron f(N;NewF;M;F)jNewF = N;M = 0;F = 1;M = N  1g accurately de-
scribes all the constraints. Projecting the four dimensional polyhedron onto the co-
ordinate space (N;NewF) gives the polyhedron f(N;NewF)jNewF = N; 0 = N 1g,
or equivalently P 0
2
= f(x; y)jx = 1; y = 1g.






approximated by the closure of the convex hull, P 00
2
= f(x; y)j0  x  1; y = 1g.
(Note that the bound information extracted by projection from the convex hull is
exactly the same as that extracted by projection from the union of the original
pair of polyhedra.) P 00
2
is the second iterate. Continuing in this fashion will give a
sequence of increasing polyhedra which does not stabilise. A fixpoint acceleration
technique, widening, is therefore used to force convergence, albeit at the expense
of some precision. The widening essentially finds stable bounds on the sequence of
polyhedra. P
1
is widened with P 00
2
to give the polyhedron P
2





, and so the fixpoint stability check fails and thus the next iteration is
calculated. Continuing as before results in the polyhedra P 0
3




= f(x; y)jx  0; y  1g and P
3









, and the fixpoint is found.
Projecting P
3
onto the first and second arguments gives the bounds x  0; y  1.
Specialising the program by adding these low valency constraints results in:
:- use_module(library(clpfd)).
fac(0, 1):-
0 #>= 0, 1 #>= 1.
fac(N, NewF):-





The redundant constraints in the first clause can be removed. Note that the spe-
cialised program has improved termination behaviour. For example, the queries
fac(-1, ) and fac( , 5) fail, whereas previously both led to non-terminating
computations. More generally, the experimental work and benchmarking reported
in [6] suggests that this technique can often significantly improve performance.
3 Polyhedral Analysis
This section formalises and describes the analysis. Abstract interpretation is used to
connect a (concrete) ground semantics for finite domain constraint programs [7,8]
to an (abstract) s-semantics [3]. A Galois insertion links the concrete domain (the
set of ground interpretations) and the abstract domain (the set of interpretations
over constrained unit clauses). Convex hulls are used to obtain a small non-ground
interpretation and widening is used to ensure termination.
3.1 Concrete Domain
For a (finite domain) program P , let  denote the set of predicate symbols that
occur in P and let  denote the set of constant, integer (Z) and function sym-
bols that occur in P . Let D
FD
be the set of finite trees over the signature . Let
R
FD
be the set of constraint predicates. C
FD
is the system of finite domain con-




. Elements of C
FD
are regarded modulo
logical equivalence and C
FD







a (bounded) meet-semilattice with bottom and top elements true and false. C
FD









:c. 9Xc (projection onto) is used as a shorthand for 9(var(c) n X)c,
where var(o) denotes the set of variables occurring in the syntactic object o. The
interpretation base for P is B
FD











be the set of rational numbers, Q . Let C
Lin
be the system of linear con-
straints over D
Lin











;^) is a (bounded)
meet-semilattice and is closed under projection out, 9, and projection onto, 9. Unit
clauses have the form p(x)  c where c 2 C
Lin
. Equivalence on clauses, , is de-
fined as follows: (p(x) c)  (p(x0) c0) iff 9var(x)c = 9var(x)(c0^(x = x0)).
The interpretation base for program P is B
Lin
= f[p(x)  c]

jp 2 ; c 2
4
CLin
g. Entailment induces an order relation, v, on P(B
Lin
) as follows: I v I 0
iff 8[p(x)  c]











) ordered by v is a
preorder. Quotienting by equivalence, , gives the abstract domain (P(B
Lin
)= 





































































. Hence there exists [p(x)  c0]

2 J








v J . 
3.3 Concretisation








































Note that the coefficients of c+
Lin































Lemma 1 , 
 form a Galois insertion.
PROOF: First observe that  and 




















This shows that there is a Galois connection. To prove that there is a Galois in-
sertion, injectivity of 





. Without loss of generality, c0 6j=
Lin



















. This contradicts the definition of

, therefore c = c0. 





) on interpretations is defined in




) = fp(t)j[p(x) c]










)=  is defined as follows:
(J) = [f[p(x) c]

jp(t) 2 J; (x = t) = cg]

Proposition 2 The concretisation map on interpretations, 








. Let p(t) 2 
([I]

). Then there exists [p(x) c]

2
I such that (x = t) j=
FD

(c). There exists [p(x)  c0]

2 I

















Proposition 3  and 
 on interpretations form a Galois insertion.
PROOF: Observe that  is monotonic and, by Proposition 2, 
 is also. By the defi-
nitions of  and 













This shows that there is a Galois connection. To prove that there is a Galois in-
sertion, injectivity of 















. Then 9[p(x)  c]
















). By the definition of 















The fixpoint semantics, F
FD


















































is continuous, thus the least fixpoint exists and F
FD














is introduced. The operator ^
FL
is















allows the approximation of non-linear finite domain constraints.
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The fixpoint semantics, F
Lin











































































































is continuous, thus lfp(T s
P
) exists. Since P(B
Lin
)=  is a complete partial
order, Kleene iteration [4] can be used to compute F
Lin










i, where T s
P
" 0 =  and T s
P











" 1 can contain many unit clauses for the same predicate. Furthermore, T s
P
" 2
will contain as many, if not more, unit clauses. Thus, to make the fixpoint calcu-
lation manageable, T s
P




" k v I) which contains at most one unit clause for each predicate symbol.





















cg. When the constraints are interpreted
as defining polyhedra, the meet corresponds to the closure of the convex hull, that
is, the smallest enclosing closed convex set. The operator is lifted in stages to an





































= ? if p 6= q
[p(x) c]

_ ? = [p(x) c]
























(I) v _  T
s
P






). Hence _ does not compromise safety.
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3.7 Termination of the Polyhedral Analysis
As before, Kleene iteration can be used to compute lfp(_T s
P
). However the chain
of iterates _T s
P
" k may not stabilise in a finite number of steps. In order to obtain
convergence, a fixpoint acceleration technique, called widening [4], is applied.
A widening, O, on a partially ordered set (L;v;t) is an operator O : L L ! L





















Given a standard widening on polyhedra [2,4,5] (or equivalently, on linear con-











































= ? if p 6= q
[p(x) c]

O ? = [p(x) c]




























Proposition 4 O on interpretations is a widening.
4 Correctness of the Polyhedral Analysis
This section gives a proof of the correctness of the analysis. That is, upward itera-
tion of _T s
P




























). To prove the result it needs to be shown that









) such that (x = t) j=
FD

(c). By the hypoth-















































































































































By the definition of T g
P



















































)), then (x = t) j=
FD














































)) follows from the definition of the convex
hull operator and the monotonicity of 
























). Then there exists [p(x) c]

2 I








. This contradicts the hypothesis, and
the results follows.
Case 2. ). This follows from Proposition 2. 
Proposition 5 below is asserted and proved as Proposition 13 in [4].
Proposition 5 If (L;;g) is a partially ordered set, F : L ! L is continuous,




(?) exists, ^L is a set, 
 : ^L ! L, ^
is the preorder defined by x^y iff 
(x)  







L is monotonic, F  
  
  ^F and O : ^L ^L ! ^L is a widening, then
the upward iteration sequence with widening is ultimately stationary with limit ^A
such that lfp(F )  
( ^A) and ^F ( ^A) ^ ^A.
Corollary 1 The upward iteration sequence of _T s
P
with wideningO is ultimately
stable with limit I and I is safe, that is, _  T s
P




PROOF: Using Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 above, Proposition 5 can be applied, giving
the result. 
5 Program Transformation and its Correctness
Once an upper approximation to F
FD
[[P ]] is computed, it can be used to transform
the program. The following theorem details the transformation and also asserts
safety.
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, is defined in order to tighten bounds











x  dqe if (x  q) = c
true otherwise






































































































































PROOF: The proof proceeds by showing, by induction on n, that T g
P





Base Case: T g
P





Inductive case: Suppose that T g
P





(1) To show T g
P
0
" (k+1)  T
g
P
" (k+ 1). Let p(t) 2 T g
P
0



























































" k  T
g
P
" k. Therefore p(t) 2 T k+1
P
.
(2) To show T g
P




" (k + 1). Let p(t) 2 T g
P
























































































































































































































) it follows that p(t) 2 T g
P
0
" (k + 1).
Thus T g
P













Analysis of finite domain constraint logic programs using polyhedra promises to be
a powerful compile-time technique for reducing the search space of, and thereby
speeding up, finite domain constraint logic programs. By using program special-
isation, other methods of domain reduction can still be applied at run-time. This
paper has formally established the correctness of a polyhedral analysis and of the
associated transformation which adds low valency constraints to the program. The
technique is safe in two senses: the specialised program is never incorrect; it never
runs (significantly) more slowly that the original.
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